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criticism. Maybe the Convention was not perfect, but we did try,
and it was, after all, the First Convention.
We are still discussing what went wrong and why, what can
be improved and how, and what was a success. How can we get a
larger participation of Third World women? Whose responsibility is that? Were the academic and disciplinary concerns of
university women addressed? Should they be? Why did some of
the older women feel alienated? How can the Association raise
more money and, when it does, how should that money be
spent?
Now that several weeks have passed, the dissension seems
positive, indicative of the purpose and the potential strength of
the NWSA. If our goal is to reach "every educational level and
every educational setting," dissension remains an inevitable
consequence of this diversity. If we define women's studies as
including everything from formal women's studies programs at
large universities to collectively-run lesbian-feminist bookstores,
we will argue. It was certainly apparent at Kansas that our
arguments stemmed not from trying to reach a consensus among
a small, single-minded group offeminists, but rather from trying
to understand our very profound differences.
The NWSA profited from these arguments. Most of us left
with an ongoing commitment to the inclusion of as wide a

A typical Convention session.
participation as possible, and the knowledge that we still are not
quite sure how to go about this task.
MaryJo Wagner, formerly a member of the staff of the Indiana
Historical Society, and Coordinating Council representative from
the North Central region, has been appointed women's studies
coordinator at Portland State University, Portland, Oregon.

Was the Glass Half Empty or Half Full?
A Report on PreK-12 at Kansas
By Anne Chapman
Most people are familiar with the multistable image: what you
look at remains the same but your perception of it changes. Some
people have trouble "seeing" the alternative image, until it is
pointed out to them; thereafter, their vision will switch between
the two images.
For preK-12 teachers, the NWSA Convention was an experience in multistability . Nine sessions listed in the program dealt
specifically with curriculum, methods, and approaches at the
precollege level; and seven were actually held. Most were
scheduled when public school teachers were free to attend. A
few drew audiences of nearly twenty people. Yet of the fifteen
people attending caucus sessions, only five were actually
teachers of preK -12 students.
These figures may not be an accurate reflection of the
number of preK-12 teachers at the Convention. Nevertheless,
what I saw was clearly a less than impressive presence, while on
the edge of that vision wavered the image of the fifty million
precollege students, few of whom would benefit from what their
teachers could have taken home from Lawrence.
What they could have taken was various, rich, complex,
confusing, and often had to be looked for instead of being immediately obvious. Much, if not most, of it was to be found
beyond the sessions offered specifically for this level, which,

while promising breadth in their titles, in fact tended toward the
"show-and-tell." While interesting in that they gave some idea
of individual activity in various specific niches, on the whole they .
failed to offer widely applicable or adaptable principles or
techniques.
Perhaps the most fundamental theme explored in various
contexts during the Convention was the notion that what we see
is not necessarily what is there; that reality reaches each of us
through various filters, which affect what we see. This theme,
which had some far-reaching implications, surfaced , for
example, in a session on sociobiology: "Aggression [the main
behavioral difference between the sexes that is claimed to be
biologically determined] is in the eye of the beholder" - what is
seen as aggression is that which men do; women then, of course,
are not aggressive. In a session on women's culture, speakers
explored new images in art that allow women a positive view of
their bodies and themselves as they are, instead of as the media
suggest they should be - an issue further explored in one of the
59 films shown during the Convention: "Killing Us Softly:
Advertising's Image of Women." In the context of feminist selfdefense, the audience heard: "Neither ignore footsteps behind
you, nor panic and run before turning to look. Learn to see reality
as it is - not as you fear it to be, nor as you wish it to be."
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Discussing math anxiety, the presenter pointed out that performance suffers typically at about junior high school age, when
female and male sex roles solidify and girls start to "see"
mathematics as "unfeminine." In contrasting a multicultural
perspective on women's history with the alternative view, a
panelist remarked: "Teach how the West was lost, not how it
was won." A panelist on nonsexist curriculum design suggested:
"Tell your students you want them to unlearn something"; and,
in a session on fairy-tales, the question was asked: "How would
it affect preconceptions and in what basic ways would the story
change if, in Snow White, the Queen were to get a face-lift, join
the Grey Panthers, and draft the dwarves to operate a Meals on
Wheels program for senior citizens?"
From specific examples of teaching methods used, picked
up at different sessions, it was possible to deri ve what may be a
promising gener al strategy: teaching rooted in the practicalities
of a given situation. Instead of being told by the teacher , or
having outside reading assigned (which allows the material so
introduced to be seen as supplementary and therefore less
important), students are able to arrive themselves at insights
directly from th eir own circumstances and the materials they
deal with. In kindergarten, both sexes wear aprons and wield
mops in the context of water-play. In junior high school, students
generate their own evidence about job segregation and its
educational underpinnings by discussing their favorite toys, the
adventures of boys and girls in comic strips, the occupations of
women and men in the stories they read compared to those of
people they know . Through oral history projects, appropriate in a
variety of courses, students get a personally convincing picture
of differences in goals and opportunities between women and
men , and the effects on them of class , racial , and ethnic
background . A discussion of the events listed on any con-

ventional time-line can open the door to questions about why
those are .the events considered historically significant, whom
they are significant for, and who it is that decides what is, or is
not, historically significant: why the Peace of Tilsit rather than
anaesthesia in childbirth?
There is something of the pack-rat in all convention-goers.
PreK-12 teachers, who routinely have limited access to
publishers' brochures and examination copies, are perhaps even
more eager to amass materials and information than most.
Opportunities for doing so existed at Lawrence; most sessions
offered hand-outs, ranging from copies of entire papers to
summaries, sample exercises, and bibliographies.
Their
usefulness tended to vary inversely with their length; serendipity determined their applicability at the precollege level.
Among the numerous displays, exhibits, and stacks of
flyers, a search for preK-12 materials yielded a dozen items.
They included a quarterly journal; NWSA's annotated list of
films (most of which could be previewed at the Convention); two
publications for teaching about sex roles at different levels; two
high school books for teachers and students in women's history;
a bibliography; an anthology of high school women's writings;
three catalogues that offered several items each, both print and
audiovisual; and the publications of The Feminist Press.
As a final illustration of multistability, it is worth looking at
these offerings first in terms of preK-12 teachers' presence at
the Convention; then in terms of potential impact on fifty million
students. On the whole , perhaps, the glass was half empty; it
should, and could , be full - but not without people to carry the
water.

Anne Chapman teaches history at Western Reserve Academy in
Hudson, Ohio.

"Going National" Together
By Ann

Fitzgerald

.. .At the Bernice Reagon / Meg Christian concert on Friday
evening, a young KU woman sitting beside me asked, pointing
to the audience : "Do you all teach women's studies?" I
hesitated, choosing my words carefully: "We are all women's
studies educators with both of those terms taken in the widest
sense. We represent . . .. " I stopped , realizing that I could not
say that we represent the various professions, though in a
technical sense some of us did. I stopped, because in the
aggregate it was not true; most of us had not come together to
represent either professional or institutional affiliations. I was
beginning to see NWSA as a political Association for the first
time.
I thought back to San Francisco: the debates on the floor;
the unremitting efforts of each group to establish its voice. I
began to realize the ways in which NWSA was different from
other professional associations. The Convention was closer in
format and feel to the various women's groups of which I have
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been a part. I saw that we had come together to advance feminist
ideology , to affirm and refine our relationship to the movement,
to share our resource s, to "go national " together . We owed no
allegiance as a body to any particular discipline or institution ; we
were in Kansas because we shared , however pluralistically, a
common political vision . Education was our primary strategy for
change, binding us and providing a common reason for participation.
But my recognition was not all of a piece. Earlier in the day
on Friday , I had attended a discussion-dialogue with three
women from the People's Republic of China. When they asked
what organizations we represented, I confronted the fact that
ultimately I did not represent Denison University though it had
paid for my entire trip. If I represented anything, it might be the
potential for the growth of NWSA. My affiliations with those at
the Convention were stronger than I had anticipated. I mentally
traced my organizational feminist affiliations searching for a

